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Chapter One

 For my stepmother, Fay, the day after Thanksgiving is all 
about Black Friday shopping bargains. But I think the best 
deal around is not having to set my alarm clock.

It isn’t that I don’t like school, but the end of November 
is totally crazed. Teachers are loading on term papers and 
preparing us for  everyone’s favorite (not!): midterm exams. 
By the time we get to winter vacation, just three weeks 
away, the whole eighth grade will collapse in a heap. I can’t 
imagine how I  could possibly do one more thing.

But today I don’t have to! If I knew how to purr, I 
would. Instead, I take a luxurious stretch, looking lazily 
out the window of my attic bedroom. The trees are all bare 
except for a few clinging leaves, and I can see the roof of 
Dad’s car in the driveway below, so he’s still at home.
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I pull on my red bathrobe and head downstairs, being 
careful to tiptoe past my twin stepsisters’ bedroom. Ashley 
and Brynna love to sleep late, and my fingers are crossed 
that they’ll stay in their bunk beds all morning so I have 
some privacy.

Dad’s at the kitchen counter, pouring the last inch of 
coffee into a Sam’s Diner travel mug. He’s dressed for 
work —  Black Friday isn’t a holiday when you own a dry-
cleaning business like Cinderella Cleaners.

“Up so early, Diana?” he says, faking shock. His 
raised eyebrows and wide eyes remind me so much of 
my grandpapa that I can’t help smiling. Papa and Nonni 
just flew up from Florida for a surprise Thanks giving 
visit. They took off early this morning —  Papa insisted 
on driv ing their rental car straight to Newark Airport 
with “no hammy good-bye scenes.” I miss them already.

“Fay should be done shopping by lunchtime,” Dad says. 
“But if you get hungry, there are plenty of leftovers.”

This is the understatement of the century. My Italian 
grandmother made three trays of lasagna as well as the 
usual turkey and stuffing, candied yams, pumpkin pie, 
and the rest. 
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“Thanks, Dad,” I tell him. “I don’t think we’ll 
starve.”

“Have fun with the girls,” he says, kissing the top of my 
head. “They  really look up to you.”

Right, I think. Only because I’m half a foot taller. But I 
don’t want to rain on Dad’s parade, so I just smile as he 
heads out the door.

I have several delicious hours before Fay gets back 
home. Finally, a chance to practice my song for the Drama 
Club’s upcoming musical, The Snow Queen, without any-
one bugging me.

I’ve been acting and singing since I was in preschool, 
and there’s nothing that makes me feel better. I wasn’t in 
the fall play, Our Town, because I had to work after school 
at the cleaners, so I’m determined to shine in this one. Our 
drama advisor, Ms. Wyant, gave me a very cool role: I’m 
the Enchantress who casts a magic spell over the royal king-
dom, turning spring into winter.  It’s also a very small role, 
because I can only go to the last five rehearsals, what we 
call tech week.

I down a quick glass of orange juice and head back 
upstairs, stopping to look in my bedroom mirror. There 
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I am, with my boring brown hair, brown eyes and eye-
brows, a tallish but otherwise perfectly ordinary-looking 
thirteen-year-old girl. I used to envy my three closest 
friends, who all have more striking coloring: Jess Munson 
is a flaming redhead, Amelia Williams is a natural blonde 
with surprising brown eyes, and Sara Parvati is Indian, with 
gorgeous dark eyes and a waterfall of black hair.

But I’ve learned there are advantages to plain brown 
and brown. I can make myself look like a lot of different 
 people, and that’s come in handy again and again, not just 
onstage, but in real life, too. My after-school job at 
Cinderella Cleaners has offered me plenty of chances to 
dress up in customers’ garments —  something I’ve promised 
my dad I will not do again —  and I’ve managed to pass for 
somebody else  every time.

I’m still wrapped in my red plush bathrobe, which 
makes me feel glamorous, as if I were lounging backstage 
in a Broadway dressing room instead of in a suburban 
house in Weehawken, New Jersey, the plain brown hair 
of places to be from. But I love my room. One side of 
the ceiling is slanted, which makes it feel like a secret 
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clubhouse. I’ve wallpapered that section with Playbills 
from  every Broadway show I’ve ever seen, and on the 
opposite wall I’ve hung all of my jewelry, scarves, and acces-
sories. My bedspread is the same turquoise blue as the ocean 
across from my grandparents’ condo.

I start out by doing the vocal warm-ups Ms. Wyant 
taught us. Some are tongue twisters (say very fast, “The tip 
of the tongue, the teeth, and the lips”), and some are sounds 
like “Maaa, may, meee, mo, moooo.” But my favorites are 
nonsense songs, like “Fish and chips and vinegar, fish and 
chips and vinegar, pepper, pepper, pepper, pop!”

They’re a little like cheerleading chants, I realize. Not 
too long ago, when I thought all cheerleaders were snobs 
with attitude, this would have embarrassed me big-time. 
But now that I’ve met some very nice varsity cheerleaders, 
I don’t feel the same way about it. I’m almost a little 
bit proud.

That is, until I remember our middle school’s cheer-
leading captain, Kayleigh Carell, who’s playing the Snow 
Queen and thinks that makes her queen of the rest of the 
universe. She  really is a cheerleader snob with attitude. You 
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can’t assume that clichés are true, but Kayleigh is living 
proof that sometimes they’re right on the money.

I shudder, trying to put the Drama Club’s so-called star 
out of my mind as I reach into my book bag. Miss Bowman, 
the music teacher, burned a rehearsal CD of the piano 
accompaniment to my song, so I can work on it at home. 
I put in the CD and listen to Miss Bowman playing the 
opening chords. How does an enchantress move, I wonder? 
Does she have a wand or a tall magic staff that she leans 
on? Ms. Wyant and I haven’t talked about costuming yet, 
and I never feel like I’m inside a character’s skin till I know 
what she wears.

In my mind’s eye, I picture a long cloak or cape, some-
thing silvery white and wintry. Will the fabric be silken 
and shimmery, or stiff and high-collared with heavy 
embroidery? The first one would move like a snake in 
the water, all slinky and cool. The second would be 
more regal.

But I have to stop thinking about clothes and start 
singing. In spite of my warm-ups, the first notes sound 
strained. It’s been a long time since I sang anything tougher 
than “Happy Birthday.” It’s not till I get to the chorus, with 
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its dramatic long notes of “snow, falling snooooow” that my 
voice opens up.

And the next thing I hear is “Shut UP!” from below.
Oops. Woke the twins.
So much for rehearsing in private. I sigh and turn off 

the CD, calling out “Sorry!” as I head downstairs.
Ashley and Brynna are outside their bedroom, dressed 

in matching pajamas. They aren’t identical, but their looks 
are so close that sometimes it’s quicker to read their body 
language than it is to squint and see which one is blonder, 
who’s got more freckles, and whose hair is an inch or two 
shorter.

Ashley, born seventeen minutes before her twin, is 
always the boss. She tends to position herself a step or two 
farther forward, usually frowning, with Brynna, a little 
more cringing and whiny, behind.

“Good morning,” I say.
Ashley says, “You woke me up,” in accusing tones, while 

Brynna rubs her eyes, droning, “I was asleeeep.”
My dad is a sensible guy, but if these girls look up to 

me, I’m a baboon. They wish I’d get out of their lives is 
more like it, and often the feeling is mutual.
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I always used to wish I had a sister. That was before I 
got two. And a stepmother.

By the time Fay returns from her shopping spree, 
laden with bags and complaining nonstop, it’s hard to 
remember why I was so happy about staying home.

But Monday comes soon enough. I drag through my morn-
ing classes on autopilot, filling the margins of my notebook 
with costume sketches for the Enchantress. At long last it’s 
time for lunch.

As I enter the cafeteria, I look around for my friend —  
well, maybe a little bit more than a friend —  Will Carson, 
but he’s nowhere in sight. That flutter of anticipation 
followed by disappointment reminds me that Will is some-
thing more than a friend, even if neither of us has a clue 
what to call it.

When I arrive at my usual lunch table, Jess and Sara 
are there. Jess is packing a PB&J, pretzels, and one of 
the foil-covered Suncup juices her mother always brings 
home from the hospital where she works. Sara’s family owns 
the best Indian restaurant in northern New Jersey, and her 
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lunches are always mouthwatering. But she gets sick of the 
same menu leftovers day after day, so sometimes I can swap 
my tuna sandwich for gourmet Indian takeout. No luck 
today, though: My sandwich is filled with the last of our 
Thanksgiving feast, and  everyone’s burned out on turkey 
and cranberry sauce by now. Sara takes one look and decides 
to hang on to her homemade pakoras and coconut shrimp. 
Amelia, as always, is standing in line for the hot lunch. 
I can see her blond ponytail and favorite Spain World 
Cup jersey as she disappears into the hidden lair of the 
lunch ladies.

Ever since Snow Queen rehearsals began, a couple 
of Drama Club boys have been joining our foursome: 
Riley, a lanky African-American boy with the best sing-
ing voice in the cast, and Ethan, a funny but slightly 
conceited boy I’ve known since preschool. They’re play-
ing father and son, and according to Jess, who fills 
me in nightly on all the backstage drama I’m missing, 
they both have crushes on a petite seventh grader 
named Marisol who’s playing Ethan’s love interest. 
Apparently Marisol doesn’t think much of Prince Ethan 
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offstage, but she’s all swoony-eyed over King Riley. Who, 
being a typically clueless thirteen-year-old boy, doesn’t 
know what to say to her and just clams up.

This makes perfect sense to me, because ever since I 
realized Will and I both like each other, we’ve turned into 
mutes whenever we meet. In fact, there he is now, coming 
out from the lunch line!

Just the sight of Will shaking his too-long bangs out of 
his eyes while he juggles his backpack and lunch tray makes 
me blush all the way to the tips of my ears. I hope he’ll sit 
next to me, though I’d be completely embarrassed to ask 
him out loud.

Jess, Ethan, and Riley are loudly rehashing some story 
about a sixth grader who flubbed several lines yesterday, 
causing Kayleigh, the Snow Queen, to be late for her 
entrance.

“That kid is my hero,” says Ethan, who went out with 
Kayleigh for a short time and now grabs any chance he can 
get to make fun of Her Highness. “You think I  could hire 
him to do that on opening night?”

“Did you see the look on her face?” says Jess, hooting 
with laughter.
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“Wish I  could’ve snapped a pic with my phone 
and posted it on Facebook,” Riley says. “Can you 
imagine?”

Ethan slaps him five and they all crack up.
Will’s reached our table. He glances at the three 

laughing actors and points at the seat between Sara and 
me. “Is this saved for Amelia?”

We both shake our heads. I try not to grin, but I’m 
thinking Hooray! as Will sits down. He’s wearing a T-shirt 
that I’ve never seen. Every day he wears shirts with logos 
of his favorite bands (a very long list, since his dad’s in the 
music business, and Will and his brother play bass and 
guitar), but today’s is plain white, with a graphic of an eye 
with a crown.

“What does that mean?” I ask, and he looks confused. 
I point to his T-shirt.

Will looks down at his chest, as if he’s got no idea what 
he pulled out of his dresser this morning —  which, know-
ing Will Carson, he probably doesn’t.

“Oh,” he mumbles. “Cat Empire. Great band from 
Australia.”

I can’t help smiling. Of course it’s a band!
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“Cool,” I say, nodding. And then I run clean out of 
things to say to him. We sit side by side, and the silence 
between us just stretches.

Luckily, Sara jumps into it. “What’s the hot 
lunch?” she asks, looking down at Will’s plate. “Egg-
plant parm?”

Will shrugs. “Something parm. I forgot to ask.” He 
scoops up a forkful and chews, looking puzzled. “Not sure. 
Might be chicken?”

Amelia arrives at our table with her lunch tray. “Okay, 
it’s official,” she says, pulling a chair from a neighboring 
table to sit on the far side of Sara. “The Weehawken Middle 
School cafeteria just hit an all-time low. Door number one: 
chicken poppers. Door number two, for all you vegetarians: 
bread parmesan.”

Will coughs a little. “Bread parmesan?”
Amelia looks at his plate. “Will, you got it?”
“I thought it was chicken,” Will says.
“Nope,” says Amelia, lifting something that looks like 

a fried malted milk ball. “This is supposed to be chicken.”
“Bread parmesan, wow,” Sara says, eyeing Will’s sauce-

covered lunch. “Want to split a samosa?”
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“Or turkey?” I ask. “It’s the last gasp of Thanksgiving 
dinner.”

Will shakes his head, saying, “I’m good. But thanks.”
Jess, Ethan, and Riley are still trading can-you-top-this-

one rehearsal stories, and I have to admit that I’m feeling 
a little left out. I’m in this play, too, after all.

As if reading my thoughts, Will leans over and 
asks, “Have you gotten to practice your solo with Miss 
Bowman yet?”

“Tomorrow,” I tell him, my heart feeling instantly 
lighter.

“Cool,” says Will.
“I don’t know why I’m so ner vous about it. My song is 

like three minutes long.”
“ ’Cause you care,” says Will. “I’m the same way when 

I have a solo, even if it’s just a couple of notes. You don’t 
want to be the one messing things up.”

“Exactly,” I say, and we look at each other. Will’s much 
too shy to act or sing lead —  he’s on the sound crew for 
The Snow Queen. Even the instruments he plays (bass gui-
tar and euphonium) are supporting actors, not stars. But 
he totally gets it.
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“What are you guys talking about?” Amelia asks. 
Neither she nor Sara gets the whole theatre thing. They live 
and breathe soccer. Sara also studies Indian dance, but 
Amelia’s all sports, all the time. Her favorite subject is gym. 
Which is kind of ironic, since her big sister Zoe’s a super-
obsessed ballerina, and so was Amelia’s mother. They even 
persuaded Amelia to dance a small part in a local dance 
company’s per for mance of The Nutcracker, and she’s been 
griping about it for weeks.

“Just Snow Queen stuff,” I reply. “My solo.”
Instead of responding, Amelia gives me a funny look.
“Ask her,” says Sara, nudging Amelia’s arm.
“Ask me what?” I say, trying not to drip cranberry sauce 

on my napkin.
Amelia sets down her fork. “It’s a  really big favor.”
She’s got my attention. I swallow. “What is it?”
Amelia sighs. “You know how I got roped into doing 

this Nutcracker thing?”
Speak of the devil. I nod, waiting for more.
“Well, the only reason I did it was so Mom would let 

me go to this incredible soccer intensive with Sara over 
winter break.”
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“I did it last year,” Sara says. “It was sick.”
Amelia goes on. “We just found out the soccer try-

outs are a week from Saturday, from one to two-thirty.” I 
nod again. Where is she heading with this? “That’s the 
same afternoon as The Nutcracker’s matinee per for mance. 
Which starts at two.”

“Oh, you’re kidding,” I say sympathetically. “That 
totally bites.” Will nods.

“Could you do it for me?” says Amelia.
For a moment I don’t even know what she’s asking. Do 

what? Then it dawns on me. My stomach drops in shock. 
“You want me to dance ballet?”

This is totally out of the question. I went to ballet school 
for maybe a year, when I was about six years old. After the 
first recital (the one where I tripped), I switched over to tap 
dance and never looked back.

Besides, Amelia just said The Nutcracker is a week from 
Saturday. So there’s  really no way. “That’s the opening night 
of The Snow Queen!” I tell her.

“I know, but that starts at seven o’clock,” Amelia 
replies quickly. “This is at two. You’d have plenty of 
time in between, and you just finished saying you’ve 
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only got one song. Plus there’s nobody else I can ask. I’m 
desperate.”

This is a tough one. Amelia stuck her neck out to help 
me sneak into a recent Halloween ball, and I  really owe her 
a favor. But dancing ballet? When I have an opening night 
just a few hours later?

“I don’t know, Amelia,” I tell her. “I’d love to help out, 
but ballet isn’t something you can fake.”

“Of course it is,” Amelia laughs. “When I was little, 
I used to mess up the name of the ballet Swan Lake 
and call it Swan Fake. My mom would go, ‘Lake. It’s 
Swan Lake!’ But I was faking it then, and I’m faking it now, 
trust me.”

I’m feeling overwhelmed. I need some details. “What 
are you playing, again?” I ask. “Some kind of toy?”

Amelia nods. “A mechanical doll. I have a small role in 
the opening scene, where they take me out of a gift box and 
wind me up. I dance a few steps and slow down to a stop.” 
She makes a robot movement, then freezes, head cocked 
to one side. “And I’ll be back in plenty of time for Act Two, 
when I have to actually dance.” 

That does sound like something I  could swan-fake, if 
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it wasn’t for The Snow Queen being right after. I try a new 
tack. “But I don’t look anything like you.”

“Diana, I’m playing a doll. My face will be painted, I’m 
wearing a wig, and I move like a windup toy. No one would 
know you’re not me.”

“Not even your mom?” I ask.
Amelia just snorts. “She won’t pay any attention to 

me —  Zoe is dancing the lead.”
I’m running out of excuses. “But doesn’t your mom 

know these soccer tryouts are on the same day?”
“Oh, yes,” says Sara.
“We’ve been fighting about it all weekend,” Amelia 

explains. “No way would I have agreed to this Nutcracker 
thing if I’d known it meant missing the soccer trials, but 
now that I’m in it, Mom tells me I’ve ‘made a commit-
ment’ ” —  Amelia makes air quotes with her fingers —  “and 
‘the show must go on.’ ”

“She’s right,” I say. “Imagine if you skipped out on a 
soccer game. It would stink for the rest of the team.”

Will nods again. He’s been listening to this whole 
exchange, and I know he’s imagining what it would do to 
a band if the bass player didn’t show up for a gig.
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Amelia agrees. “No, I get it, I know. I just want to do 
both. And I can. Just not before two o’clock. Actually, I 
have to be in full costume and makeup by one-thirty.”

Full costume and makeup? That does sound 
like fun. . . .

I hesitate, looking at Will for support. I do like the idea 
of saving the day for Amelia. That’s what friends do for 
each other, right? They help even when it’s not easy. But 
not when it’s downright impossible. Among other issues —  
like how much trouble we’d both be in if we got 
caught —  there’s a chance Dad will need me to work for a 
few hours that Saturday. The preholiday season is a dry 
cleaner’s busiest time of year.

“Well?” says Amelia. “Can you be me?”
“Please?” Sara adds.
They’re both looking at me with pleading eyes. I take 

a deep breath. “Can I let you know after work?” I ask.
“Um, sure,” says Amelia. “As long as the answer is yes.”
“But no pressure,” says Will with a smile.
Yeah, right!
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